Let’s start 2016 with an updated review of all the Unsurrendered Soul terms and the Binding and Loosing principles in the Keys of the Kingdom message (Matthew 16:19). Binding and loosing prayers will help you surrender your Unsurrendered Soul—that rascal that has kept you chained to your past while inflaming your fears about your present and your future. These prayer principles are your way to successfully break the control of your Unsurrendered Soul.

Have you really surrendered to God? Or have you always been secretly afraid of what He might ask you to do for Him if you actually did? The binding and loosing prayers are guaranteed to make room for God to help you understand how destructive anger, unforgiveness, and fear really has been to your mental, physical, and emotional health. These prayers won’t just help you identify your problems; they will show you how to surrender them to God to fix and heal.

He hasn’t been waiting for a chance to punish you for failing to overcome for your problems—He’s been waiting for a chance to help you overcome them and gloriously succeed.

God has always wanted to help, but He won’t force that help on you. The binding and loosing prayers make it possible for you to choose to accept His help. These prayers move you to a level of faith (trust and confidence in the goodness of God towards you) that really lets you trust God’s help, whatever or wherever it may lead you.

2016 GLOSSARY
Unsurrendered Soul and Keys of the Kingdom Terms

BIND – To use the Key of binding in prayer (Matthew 16:19) means to undergird, heal, hold, persuade, steady; to cause fragmented pieces to come back into one whole, to put yourself under obligation to, and to cling to (original Hebrew and Greek meanings). Binding prayers stabilize you, steady you, and give you a spiritual seat belt to Jesus when you pray them.

Once more! Binding (Greek) means to undergird, heal, hold, persuade, steady; to cause fragmented pieces to come back into one whole, to put yourself under obligation to, and to cling to (original Hebrew and Greek meanings). Binding prayers stabilize you, steady you, and give you a spiritual seat belt to Jesus when you pray them.

BODY – Your flesh, bones, sinews, muscles, and organs that relate to the physical world and environment around you. Your body relates to the world’s environment through your five physical senses of taste, touch, smell, sight, and hearing.

CONSEQUENCES -The inevitable outcome of your actions, words, and sometimes even your thoughts. Negative things in your life are usually the consequences of wrong choices you make. Positive things that happen in your life are usually the consequences of right choices you have make.
You cannot loose consequences—they are facts—they exist mentally, emotionally, and physically. Right choices produce right consequences which enhance our lives mentally, physically, and spiritually. Wrong choices produce wrong consequences which can be extremely hard, even very detrimental to our lives--mentally, physically, and spiritually.

**IMPORTANT POINT:** Wrong thoughts by you will consistently birth wrong behaviors by you.

Right choices are learned through the practice of the Word. You cannot loose bad piano playing and become a concert pianist. You can loose your choices of bad practicing habits, but you then must practice playing the piano correctly—over and over to become a great pianist. You can loose wrong patterns of wrong thinking and wrong beliefs about making choices, but then you must practice making right choices.

Consequences will become harsher if you complain about them and fight them. However, going through many difficult consequences can be a real time of growth (if you don’t fight against those consequences)! You will be forced to learn things you would never let yourself be taught any other way.

**EMOTIONS** – The part of your soul that has the ability to both feel (internally) and to project (externally) love, joy, excitement, hope, happiness, anger, sadness, fear, discouragement, etc.

**FINITE vs. INFINITE THINKING** – Read SOULISH WARFARE vs. SPIRITUAL WARFARE further on in this list.

**KEYS OF THE KINGDOM** – In Matthew 16:19, Jesus said, “*I will give to you the Keys of the Kingdom of Heaven, whatever you bind on Earth will be bound in Heaven, whatever you loose on Earth will be loosed in Heaven.*”

This is a **PROMISE** from Jesus. We all treasure the Lord’s promises to us. He gives the right to use these Keys to you (to us) and you use them and He responds. In other words, He activates the answer you need, gives you the next step, sends blessing, etc. With right prayers using the Kingdom Keys of binding and loosing principles, you bring things on Earth into alignment with God’s already-established will in Heaven.

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** The Keys of the Kingdom prayers are permanently and positively effective only when you bind and loose that which is according to God’s will—never your own will. So often believers are sure they absolutely know what God’s will is for a situation they are facing. Usually they are wrong. We always need to bind our wills to His will and then let God produce His will and spiritual victory. The basic binding and loosing prayer consists of binding your will to God’s will, binding your mind to the mind of Christ, and binding your emotions to the healing comfort and the balance of the Holy Spirit.

Next, you loose the enemy’s works from yourself (1 John 3:8, AMP)—or from someone else you are praying for—loose stronghold thinking (see in Glossary), loose unforgiveness, and loose wrong thoughts (such as unforgiveness).

**LAB RATS** – Those who work closely with the Author, by actual binding and loosing practice, in verifying and clarifying the principles of the Keys of the Kingdom.

**LAYERS** – The unsurrendered soul creates and lays down intellectual and emotional layers (actually
façades) along with false personality traits to cover (hide) its unmet needs, unhealed hurts, and unresolved issues. This layering of self-protection is our unsurrendered soul’s bottom-line, self-defense system against others who might want to take advantage of these “weaknesses.” Some obvious layers (façades) in our unsurrendered souls are extreme self-focus, a carefully crafted façade of self-reliance, self-absorbed introspection, self-defense systems, self-protection, and more.

These layers are laid down in your soul to hide and protect your unsurrendered soul’s pain and neediness, deflecting any outside attempt to reveal these flaws in your soul’s carefully constructed façade of strength. The soul is convinced that any exposure of its unmet needs, unhealed hurts, and unresolved issues would be perceived as weakness.

**LOOSE or TO LOOSE** – Loose means to untie, break up, destroy, dissolve, melt, put off, wreck, crack to sunder by separation of the parts, shatter into minute fragments, disrupt, lacerate, convulse with spasms, break forth, burst, rend, and tear up (original Greek meanings) whatever the focus of your loosing prayers happens to be.

Many have used the term **loosen**—**WRONG**! **To loosen means to ease any restraint.** You don’t want to ease anything you are loosing—you want to eradicate it. Loosing prayers shatter stronghold thinking, smash and slash deception, and allow you to perform self-surgery on your own unsurrendered soul. The Key of loosing is very effective when used in both soulish warfare and spiritual warfare!

**MIND** – The part of your soul that has the ability to think, to form ideas, to make decisions and choices. The unrenewed mind will rationalize and justify the choices it makes, what it has done, what it yet wants to do, and what it wants to believe.

**OPEN DOORS OF ACCESS** – This is a term that covers the presence (in the unsurrendered soul) of wrong thoughts and wrong beliefs, especially those based in stronghold thinking. Wrong thoughts, wrong behaviors, and stronghold thinking in an unsurrendered soul provide open doorways of access for the enemy to sneak attack, confuse, and deceive.

**IMPORTANT FACT: Wrong thoughts and wrong beliefs breed wrong behaviors by us. When you think long enough about something wrong, something that you want or want to do, you can be enticed or seduced by the self-desire of the unsurrendered soul to indulge in that desire or behavior.**

Any area in an unsurrendered soul that contains a wrong belief or a wrong thought (excessive desire for food, alcohol, drugs, illicit sex; or a desire to steal, get revenge, hurt someone’s feelings, gossip, etc.), becomes a playground for the devil and his temptations. This can become a weak spot in your soul’s moral compass. Satan and his spirits are always testing your moral compass with temptations, seeking ways to lead you astray. A reaction of personal weakness (physical, emotional, or mental) encourages the enemy to conclude that his spirits have found a “hot spot” within you. He and his spirits pressure that “spot” further and the intensity of wrong thoughts increase.

Good reasoning does not come automatically or easily to humans with unsurrendered souls when they are not following a moral compass synched with God’s GPS. Unless someone is actively engaged in using God’s Word for guidance and
understanding, humans can be very naïve and irrational in reaching conclusions on their own.

**RIGHT AGREEMENT** – God has established the act of agreeing/agreement as an immutable law. Whenever you are in right agreement with God or with another person in alignment with God’s Word, His power will always be released into your situation.

**RIPPLE EFFECT OF PRAYERS** – The ripple effect is praying for the people who move in and around your prayer target’s life. By enacting the ripple effect of binding and loosing praying, your prayers can reach out and help people with unsurrendered souls who are in your loved one’s circle of acquaintances. These people, when they have no connection to God, can distract your prayer target from what God wants to do in your loved one’s life.

Pray for your prayer target’s friends and family members. Be sure that you pray with pure motives for God to heal, comfort, encourage, strengthen, and set all of them free, without having any personal opinion about or judgment of their behavior on your part. God’s opinion is what matters here, not yours!

Pray for God’s grace, mercy, healing, and love to reach every person, known or unknown, who is having or could have any negative influence in your loved one’s life! Do not focus on the situation—focus on the solution God will bring. Pray that God’s will is done, not what you think could or should be done!

**SALVATION OF THE SOUL** – The process of the ongoing surrender of the soul (the renewing of the mind, the submission of the will, and the healing of the emotions) to God’s divine renewal.

**SALVATION OF THE SPIRIT** – The incredible transaction of Heaven that was made when you accepted that Jesus Christ shed His blood in the final sacrifice for sin—one and for all—whereby His sacrifice forgave you and saved you for the Kingdom. He washed away your sins, and gave you a new life to live.

You became born again when you asked Jesus to give you salvation and forgiveness! He created a blood-bought bridge for your spirit to become eternally connected to the Spirit of your Creator.

**SOUL** – You are a three-part being that consists of a body, a soul, and a spirit. Your soul is made up of your mind, your will, and your emotions.

Our souls are all different, depending upon what good or bad experiences we have had, whatever good or bad memories we have, and whatever resulting wrong mindsets that we have attached to those memories. Our bodies all function basically the same way everyone else’s does.

Born-again believers’ spirits are all connected to the Spirit of our Creator in like manner. It is the human soul that is unique from person to person.

**SOUL POWER** – Incredible power within the human soul that has remained dormant, for the most part, since Adam and Eve were banished from the Garden of Eden after disobeying God.

Eastern religions and New Age cults all attempt to tap into and release this power in an unsurrendered soul through meditation and by their methodology of seeking the force within for self-fulfillment and power. Whenever man or woman manages to tap into the power of the unsurrendered soul, it is always used for the wrong reasons.
Cult leaders use soul power to prey upon those with unmet needs and unhealed hurts. These cultic leaders convince wounded people that they are “spiritually” enlightened/empowered to help wounded and frightened souls overcome their neediness and hurt and fear. Stronger soul power of someone with wrong motives can be overwhelming to a damaged, vulnerable, or frightened soul. This can give the weaker soul a false sense of security because of their wrong perception about their importance to the other soul.

The weaker soul may be important to the dominant soul, but not as the weaker soul probably believes. The stronger soul always uses the weaker soul’s soul power for personal gain.

While soul power can be blatantly overwhelming, it can also be subtle—such as intimidation by staring, temptation through flirting, angry or demeaning looks, etc. It can also be manipulative by using pitiful expressions hoping to hook someone’s sympathy or curiosity. Soul power being directed at you can be broken by praying the binding and loosing prayers.

SOUL TIES – Whenever a person enters into a wrong agreement with another person because of a perceived mutual benefit, there is a supernatural link (in the sense that it transcends natural human connections) that is created between their souls. This causes a form of codependency between those making the wrong agreement. In a soul tie, one soul is usually dominant even if it starts out as only a minor difference. However, the longer the soul tie exists, the more power the stronger soul can assert over the other soul.

Soul ties are involved in both moderate and extreme acts of influence, manipulation, and control. They are often a major influence in evil purposes. Actual soul ties in others can be severed and broken only when the binding and loosing prayers are prayed by someone who is a part of the soul tie.

Your binding and loosing prayers for someone in a soul tie can, however, cause an awareness in them that something is not right. It may encourage the involved person to consider your explanation of the binding and loosing prayers.

SOULISH WARFARE vs. SPIRITUAL WARFARE – Such battles exist mostly in the mind. Soulish warfare is the struggle with finite and infinite thinking in the mind. Finite thinking says, “I’ll never be able to overcome my doubts, fear, anger, emotional struggles, problems with the enemy, etc.” Infinite thinking says, “With the help of God, I will get through this issue (this problem, this circumstance, trouble, or struggle, etc.). My God has promised that He will: “Save those who love Him and will protect those who acknowledge Him as Lord. He has said that when they call to Him, He will answer them; when they are in trouble, He will be with them.” (Good News Translation, Psalm 91).

Don’t ever forget: The real battle is in your mind!

SPIRIT (HUMAN) – Your spirit actually had no connection to your Creator when you were born into this world because of the severing of the original spirit-to-Spirit connection that Adam and Eve caused when they disobeyed God in the Garden of Eden. This is why the Bible says that you must be born again so that your spirit can be connected to the Spirit of your Creator.

The human spirit is that part of your being that is meant to be in perfect communion with the Spirit of your heavenly Father. Salvation and
forgiveness (received by becoming born again) through Christ allows you to come into that perfect communion with God.

**STRONGHOLD THINKING** – The logic, reasonings, arguments, rationalizations, justifications, deception, defensiveness, and denial that your unsurrendered soul uses to stubbornly defend your self-chosen positions and beliefs, whether they are right or wrong.

Stronghold thinking is used to attempt to validate whatever excuses you choose to make. Stronghold thinking operates from the mind whenever you want to excuse why you are right in believing you can’t do or don’t have to do something you should—or why you have done something you shouldn’t have done. These excuses always have very negative consequences.

**IMPORTANT FACT:** Stronghold thinking also lets you justify judging someone else and then feel self-righteous about doing it.

**TRIPARTITE BEING** – Man’s three-part makeup of body, soul, and spirit.

**UNHEALED HURTS** – One of the three sources of all the pain and struggle within your unsurrendered soul. Unhealed hurts are birthed whenever you lose something good (or someone) that you had in your life, something (or someone) you needed to be spiritually, intellectually, and emotionally whole.

For example, if you were raised to always feel safe and secure and then you were unexpectedly violated and traumatized, or an adored person died; you could lose the sense of security that you formerly had. This would cause you to have an unhealed hurt that only God could heal to make you whole today.

**UNMET NEEDS** – One of the three sources of all the pain and struggle within your unsurrendered soul. Unmet needs were birthed in your soul when you did not get the spiritual, psychological, and emotional support you needed as a child to be whole. For example, if you did not get the love you needed as a young child, you can grow up with an urgent drive to seek love now, even in dangerously wrong places. Only God can meet such a need and make you whole today.

**IMPORTANT FACT:** You may have been denied the love you so desperately needed and wanted from a person or persons who never received any love themselves. It is very difficult to try to give what you never had.

**UNRESOLVED ISSUES** – This third source of the pain and struggle within your soul is birthed when you do not know how to productively process your unmet needs and/or unhealed hurts. Instead, these unmet needs and unhealed hurts become issues and questions that drive you to understand why such things happened to you. Don’t get caught up in going over and over the details of past offenses against you that your unsurrendered soul has meticulously recorded.

**IMPORTANT FACT:** You need to stop trying to analyze everything that has happened to you or you will get *analysis paralysis*. You will end up unable to move (forward or upward) when that happens. The recycling and analyzing processes of your unrenewed mind will overpower your ability to make healthy decisions and take positive actions today.

You can pray the binding and loosing prayers to break your unsurrendered soul’s fixation upon your old unresolved issues and then feel safe
to trust God for His healing and understanding.

**WILL** – That part of your soul that has the ability to provide the drive to follow through on the decisions and choices your mind makes. The strength of your will determines and drives the stubbornness, tenacity, boldness, or courage you have for right or wrong pursuits—depending upon how surrendered your soul is to God.

**WRONG AGREEMENTS** – Any time wrong agreements are made between two people, the enemy shows up with his power. When wrong agreements are passed from generation to generation with shared, collective reactions to wide-scale injustices and persecution, territorial spirits have a scriptural right to set up domains over the geographical area where these wrong agreements have been made.

**Example:** The Prince of Persia, a territorial spirit, established a domain over Babylon when the Israelites, captive therein, kept making wrong agreements about God and how He had let them down.

**WRONG BEHAVIORS** – Internal drives from the unhealed hurts, unmet needs, and unresolved issues in your subconscious can break through your layers of self-defense to emerge in your consciousness as emotional reactions and symptoms of fear. Other examples of these symptoms are: pain, anger, distrust, neediness, excessive fatigue, etc. When these symptoms are driven up into your consciousness with great force, your unsurrendered soul will seek external behaviors to try to subdue and drive them back down into your subconscious.

*(END OF GLOSSARY 2016)*

**(EXCERPT FROM THE NEW GOD’S GPS II COMPANION/DISCUSSION BOOK)**

**STRONGHOLD THINKING USED TO STRENGTHEN EXCUSES**

15.1 Research shows that your DNA actually changes shape according to your thought processes. Excessive worrying about the future or what might happen or what someone might do can affect you mentally and physically, as well as spiritually. Worrying also changes your brain, pushing it in a negative direction and throwing it and your body into stress.

Many Christians worry in the mistaken belief that it helps them to prevent their worst fears from happening! Some worriers believe that their worry can help them prepare or avoid surprise. Some just worry because they don’t know what else to do.

God does not want us to worry! God always encourages us to trust and believe in Him. Prayer and finite thinking, backing up your prayers, is what God can respond to with answers and guidance. He does not respond to worrying about something. Do you trust Him for your solution or not? Mentally insert the idea of “worrying” into this old idiom: “Here’s where the (rubber) meets the road.” That old saying means: The point at which a theory or idea must be put to the test of whether or not you have a genuine belief in it.

16.1 Point(s) to Discuss: You need to loose your negative thoughts, sometimes one thought at a time. When weeding a flower bed, you do not remove the bad weeds and then leave that space empty; the rejected weeds (the toxic thoughts) may still have enough life in them to grow back into the empty space. Plant God’s Word in your mind.
The Difference Between Finite and Infinite Thinking

You have been divinely created to operate in two realms of thinking—finite and infinite. Both have their place, but you can really get bogged down in the finite realm. If you have not followed God’s directions and messed up, turn to Him in true repentance (the main words being: true repentance). The full biblical definition of repentance is a genuine change of mind that results in a strong determination to never turn back to the wrong action again.

True repentance to God for something you have done will rescue from your mistakes and set you back on your way (like a GPS that keeps saying—recalculating, recalculating, recalculating!). The consequences of your finite thinking will probably snap and chew at you for a while, though. That is part of your learning process about your finite and your infinite thinking.

IMPORTANT POINT: When you make right choices, in alignment with His will, He accepts the responsibility for the consequences that come from those decisions. When you make self-willed wrong choices, you are responsible for the consequences that will play out—usually regardless of how bad they are! If the consequences are life-threatening and it is not time for you to leave this earth, He will safeguard your life, but He usually sees to it that you are really sorry for the wrong choices you made.

Discussion Point(s): You have been divinely created to operate in two realms of thinking—finite and infinite. Both are important, but you can really get bogged down in the finite realm. Finite means an end to something. Infinite means there is no end to something.

Describe three examples of finite thinking and discuss three examples of infinite thinking.

CAN YOU DESCRIBE THE DIFFERENCE?

Finite means limited; there are bounds or boundaries with no hope beyond. It does not continue, nor is it permanent or strong. Human intelligence or logic can be very good, but they have an end. Your finite thinking can only take you so far and it can only encourage you so far.

IMPORTANT FACT: The enemy is able to escalate negative finite thinking into extreme fear and dread. He is unable to penetrate true infinite thinking.

Infinite means boundlessness, limitless expectations without end. God is infinite in that He is not limited by space or time. He is without beginning and without end (Psalm 90:2). He promises eternity is forever. His love, His directions, His promises, and His plans for you have no end—no limit!

EXAMPLES OF FINITE vs. INFINITE THINKING

(Finite Thinking) I feel so hopeless and everything looks so bad that I know I don’t have any choice but to give up. He/she will never believe that I’m sorry, and he/she will never forgive me.

(INFINITE THINKING) I have so many of God’s promises to believe in, and one of them is that He doesn’t ever give up or forget me or my loved ones. So there is no way I’m going to give up, either.

(Finite Thinking)” I don’t think there is any hope my daughter (or son or mate) will ever forgive me.
(INFINITE THINKING) I bind my daughter (or son or mate or friend) to your will, God, and I loose the works of the enemy and any unforgiveness from him/her. I ask that you bless and encourage him/her. PLEASE pour grace and strength to forgive upon him/her.
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TESTIMONIES
Blessings and thanks for the receipt. I reread the December newsletter last night. You are amazing! So much wisdom. Stay focused!!! Praying that the Holy Spirit will override any human weakness in your body right now! I love that God inhabits the praises of His people. Praise Him! Praise Him! Praise Him! I signed up with PayPal for the whole year so you can figure that in your budget—so wish it could be more. Love, Joanne

Hi Liberty, I must tell you that I was up until 1:00 AM last night (well, early this morning) reading “Soulish Deception and Denial” and praying the prayers that you have throughout the book. I could “feel” the power of God and anointing as I prayed.

I went to bed with such excitement in my spirit and I woke up with the same excitement so much so that when I was in my quiet time with the Lord, I was overflowing with joy and revelation about what God is going to do in my life through your ministry. Just this evening I began reading Unsurrendered Soul II
and as I was reading the book, a repressed memory and emotion and old wound came up out of my soul. I began to cry about a situation that I had long forgotten about and I didn't even know I was still wounded from it. I had unforgiveness toward someone one who wounded me (actually a Pastor who rebuked me for coming up for prayer at very vulnerable point in my life; I had just come out of a cult). I forgave him and his wife and I prayed the binding prayer for my soul. Your books (I am reading both at the same time) are medicine to my soul...I can't wait to see what else the Lord does. I am so grateful that I am immediately benefiting from your sacrifice and dedication and obedience to the Lord!!!! Blessings, C

Dear Ms. Liberty, Please add me to your Newsletter Subscription. This evening someone stole my original copy of *Shattering Your Strongholds* from the Walmart break room! Perhaps it will help the person who took it. Very strange, indeed. Cordially Yours, Robb Walker

May God continue to bless and keep you. Stay strong as your voice is making a huge difference. You hit all levels of military soldiers in the army of God. From privates to officers, you meet the need on the level of maturity they walk. The key is unity and mind of Christ which is the Word of God. You do what you do in Christ so well. To God be the Glory like you want it.

Humility is learned not taught, yet your leadership brings humility to the table. You always make me smile. The message in your newsletter was very timely for me personally. I made a copy and will be going through it with my husband, Brad. We all need reminders of who we are in Christ. No matter what we see in the natural, God is greater. Please keep our family in prayer. Love you much, Barbara

I’m 62, born again, married to my wife for 43 years, I have two grown daughters and sons-in-law, four grand kids, and a dog and a cat. Sure wished these principles were taught a long time ago. Might have even helped my dog and cat (웃). However, no better time than the present to catch on to what you’ve been teaching and share with my family, when possible, these seemingly new (but old) biblical truths. Thanks for what you do for the body of Christ, Liberty.... Blessings, Hank

Liberty: I was teaching Binding and Loosing this summer because a group was asking me so much about it. They all got the 1st book and after 13 weeks we formed a Teaching prayer group. They continue to learn. They ask questions as their lives change. We end by listing the names of those we want to pray for and the Leader prays a prayer of Binding for each. We simply loose all hindrances. The presence of the Holy Spirit at these meetings is palpable, a flood of love, warmth, peace, and more. To be obedient and simple and to bind in agreement is our hope. God bless you and thank you for your faithful years of developing this ministry. I am a changed person. Kathy

Liberty: You addressed a woman (replying to an email) named Rosa regarding her "standing" for her marriage regardless of her husband being gone with another woman for seven years. The advice you gave her strongly resonated with my heart...which was to focus on MY relationship with the Lord regardless of the outcome of my own marriage...not try to hold God "hostage" to my own desires. This is so SPOT ON and spoke to my heart’s desire...to be satisfied with the Lord and "give" my husband over to Him with no strings attached...I just wanted to thank you!

My "Christian" husband (63) is leaving our home (Legal Separation) in two weeks to pursue his "freedom" (aka other women)...Regardless,
This will also give ME the opportunity to pursue the Lord, an effort which has suffered for the last 10 years due to marital issues. Thank you!

Hello Liberty, I wanted to share my gratefulness to you and the ministry team. Today, as I was finishing up preparing for tonight's Bible study, I was reading chapter 6 in Producing The Promise II. I always get teary-eyed and excited at the same time about the revelation Holy Spirit has revealed to you. For so many years I have sat in the church knowing that God is so much more than I’ve been taught in the past.

This particular chapter touched the core of my heart and it hit the bullseye as to why so many are not getting healed in the church. I say that because God use to tell me that until I let Him take complete control of my life, He could not get to the root of my issues. I really did not understand a lot of what God would speak to me until He led me to that thrift store where I found your book. You have made it so simple to understand God’s truths. Liberty, thank you, thank you. I love living and teaching from your books. My life will never be the same. I desire to help others to come into the same truths you have taught me...Abundant Blessings to you! The Kings Daughter, Sylvia

Questions and Answers

QUESTION: Dear Liberty, I have been praying the binding and loosing prayers for most of my friends and family, but I feel as though I am trying to take away their free will. Is this what God really wants? Maloba

(From Producing the Promise manuscript), Ch. 2, It’s Self-Will, Saint—Not Free Will

Man is made up of three parts, a spirit, a soul, and a body. The spirit is God-conscious. The soul is self-conscious. The body is natural and earthly conscious. The unsurrendered soul considers itself the control tower between the spirit’s supernatural realm and the body’s natural realm. It doesn’t really respect God at all. The unsurrendered soul is actually only willing to show respect to someone who doesn’t interfere in its plans.

For most of my Christian walk, since I was saved in 1972, I have heard Christian leaders (pastors, evangelists, prophets, preachers, ministers, and individuals) say aloud: “God has given us a free will and He won’t cross it,” while thinking to themselves (and nobody else better try to either!). It is as if this pronouncement of Christians’ free will became the eleventh commandment, or something equally carved-in-stone. I believed the same misconception for years, but no longer do.

Ever since Shattering Your Strongholds came out, two reactions surface occasionally:

1) “I don’t believe you have any right to bind someone’s will to God’s will. That’s witchcraft!”
2) “I don’t believe you have any right to bind someone’s mind to the mind of Christ. That’s mind control!”

When that happens, I know I am being confronted by an unsurrendered soul (mind, will, and emotions), a soul that senses a severe challenge to its right to choose what to do and what to think at any and all times. I find this sad, but it is the result of so much teaching in churches on the sanctity of the Christians’ “free will.”

These so-called “free wills” have sent many Christians to the poor house, especially with the money scams so many American Christians bought into in the nineties. How free indeed was the exercise of their “free-wills” after the costs of the scams were considered when they turned out to be too good to be true? “Free wills” have sent some Christians into an early grave. Free wills have caused calamitous grief to many Christian...
families. Free wills have split, even destroyed, churches. These same free wills probably sent many unbelievers to hell. God did create Adam and Eve with the ability to make choices (but, unfortunately, some wrong choices have some very hard consequences). Some consequences can be very costly, with nothing “free” about them. “Free will,” to the unsurrendered soul, is really self-will. Self-will means the will that is free of all intelligent restraint, free of any spiritual advice (perceived as interfering), free of any human or divine intervention, free to be stupid!

When you bind someone else’s will to God’s will, you are exposing them to recognizing God’s good plans for their life (perhaps for the first time ever). They can choose to turn away from His plan for them any time they want.

Liberty: What would be the best way to pray for a close family member who will not acknowledge stronghold thinking? It is affecting our relationship to the point it is very stressful for me to know what to do. I wonder if my praying the binding/loosing prayers (which I know are working) is why their behavior seems to be more dramatic? Thoughts? Thanks, LD

**ANSWER:** LD: You can’t force them to change because of your prayers. Are you sure you are praying pure binding and loosing prayers for them, seeking only the best God has for them? If so, God may be working on them. That may be causing some of the erratic behavior. Helping them clear out their unsurrendered souls and then listening to what God is saying to them is these prayers purpose. Liberty

Dear Reverend Liberty Savard, Good morning. I am writing to ask for your help regarding fear. Why is it that when one is suffering fear, it seems to become depression? I have searched in your wonderful books and I cannot find a training-wheel prayer for depression. Is your Training-Wheel Prayer for Breaking Fear the right prayer to pray for depression? I look forward to your reply. May Our Lord God bless you and your ministry. Marie

**ANSWER:** Dear Marie: There is a prayer for fear in my books, but that is not really the answer. The fear is a lack of trust and confidence in the goodness of God towards you. We do not suffer fear, like an ailment. Fear is not a spirit, either. Please read what is below. It is scientific research I located. Liberty

“When your unsurrendered soul buries any unresolved toxic emotions of fear, painful feelings, unforgiveness, bitterness, and hopelessness, instead of loosing (releasing) them to God for His resolution, the distress of this toxic mess is communicated to your body. Medical experts have determined that your body reacts to this internal distress by pouring excessive amounts of powerful hormones (such as adrenaline and cortisol) into your body which causes a severe chemical imbalance. This chemical imbalance is closely related to a number of illnesses including depression. It is important to understand that our human bodies neither recognize nor differentiate between stress caused by physical factors or those caused by toxic emotions. Our chemically imbalanced emotions do seem to usually gravitate to depression, however.”

**CONTACT INFORMATION**
Rev. Liberty Savard
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Sacramento CA 95841
Voice Mail: 916-721-7770
liberty@libertysavard.com
www.libertysavard.com
PRAY FOR THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD!

PRAY FOR THE CHILDREN

The LSM International Intercessors, Phase 7, around the world are praying for children who are in situations of all forms of abuse, hunger, sickness, poverty, and child slavery. I pray that angels, authorities, and strong adults can give help to them at the time it is needed.

Second Chronicles 7:14 tells us:

If My people who are called by My name will humble themselves, and pray and seek My face, and turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin and heal their land (NKJV).

Some of our wicked ways surely are that we do not pray enough for those who need help so much, those who are not in a position to help themselves. This speaks of the power of our prayers for our nations and those in them if we will humble ourselves, stop following our own wills and our own agendas, and pray with all our focus and determination for what is right.

Please join with me and others committed to praying for the children of the world who desperately need us to agree that God’s will shall be done in their lives and quickly.

Lord, I come to you with pain in my heart asking that you forgive me for not daily remembering and praying for those who cannot help themselves. I bind every child in the world to your will. I bind their minds to your mind, Jesus, and I bind their wounded and ragged emotions to the healing balance and comfort of the Holy Spirit. Please speak words of strength, encouragement, help, and hope to them. Please send someone to rescue them quickly.

I loose the enemy’s influence from all adults who are using and abusing so many children in the world today. Please heal the abusers from memories of whatever has driven them to such behaviors. People are not born knowing how to abuse; they learn this terrible behavior from being abused themselves. Please break this evil cycle in their lives.

You have said that if we would humble ourselves, pray, seek your face, and turn from our wicked ways, then You will heal our land. Please show us what we need to do to work with You to see our lands and the children in them become safe and healed and filled with hope. Thank you, Father God. Amen

What is the Statement of Purpose of LIBERTY SAVARD MINISTRIES?

Reverend Liberty S. Savard, President of Liberty Savard Ministries, Inc. (a non-profit corporation), was born again in 1972. She is an ordained minister with credentials from the Evangelical Church Alliance (P.O. Box 9, Bradley, Illinois 60915). Rev. Savard has served as a singles director, associate pastor, writer of over twenty books, currently leads an International Intercessors group, and has been a Bible speaker/teacher around the world.

Liberty is the author of Shattering Your Strongholds II by LSS Publishing; Shattering Your Strongholds Workbook II (LSS Publishing, 2011); Breaking the Power (by LSS Publishing) and Breaking the Power II Workbook (LSS Publishing, 2012); Producing the Promise II by LSS Publishing), and several mini-books. Her books also include The Unsurrendered Soul II, Apples of Gold in Baskets of Silver, and BEYOND Shattered Strongholds II by LSS Publishing; GPS for the Soul (2010 Bridge-Logos Pub.); God’s GPS for Your Soul (LSS Publishing 2014) The

Rev. Liberty Savard and Liberty Savard Ministries believe the Scriptures are inspired of God, infallible, and fully authoritative for Christian faith and conduct. Jesus Christ, the Son of God, was born of a virgin, lived a sinless life on Earth, died on the cross in a substitutionary work of redemption for mankind, rose again and now sits at the right hand of the Father. Through Christ’s shed blood and renewal of the Holy Ghost, justified by grace through faith, men and women become heirs of God with absolute hope of eternal life.

Liberty teaches Christians how to surrender their unsurrendered souls (old natures) to the will and purposes of God. She also shows Christians how to loose emotional baggage and toxic waste from their unsurrendered souls to create room within themselves to receive all God has promised to them for today. This allows believers to fulfill their destinies while walking in knowledge and power to bring glory and honor to God the Father!

The message of binding and loosing from Matthew 16:19 and the full exposure of the workings of the believer’s unsurrendered soul teaches God’s people how to pray with the Keys of the Kingdom (Matthew 16:19) to impact things on Earth so they come into alignment with God’s already-established will in Heaven.

Liberty teaches Christians how to pray purely without “want lists” and the soulish instruction manuals Christians are so prone to creating for God (“helping Him” to know how best to answer their prayers!). Effective prayers always have pure motives to have God’s will done; binding and loosing prayers never have soulish purposes or motives. The binding and loosing Keys of the Kingdom prayers can always expose hidden motives in a believer’s unsurrendered soul.
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